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    Our Club wins the WAUSSAUK International Photo Competition! 
 

Our Creative Camera Club has just won the 2017 International WAUSSAUK Photographic Competition. 
Camera Clubs from four countries: (Western) Australia (WA), United States (United States (US), South Africa 
(SA) and United Kingdom (UK) submitted 25 images each. CCC achieved the top overall score, Michele Nel 
and Chris Kinross tied for first place and Crichton Classen was placed third. Congratulations! 

 

                 .          
                     Michele Nel: Morning Hugs                                           Chris Kinross: Steenbok    
                                                                           Joint Winners                          

 

The Creative Camera Club is a small interactive community of seriously enthusiastic and 

committed photographers, meeting monthly to share their work and have it independently 

judged to raise their standards of image making. In so doing, they aim to develop their 

interests, visions, imaginations and camera skills to levels of creative excellence that make 

their photographs outstanding and memorable. 

http://www.creativecameraclub.co.za/
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Crichton Classen: The Fisherman 
 

Third Place 
 

Gallery: The other 22 successful images we entered: 
 

..                
 African Bull Frog- Chris Kinross            A Yellow Sunset to Remember -Mujahid           Calmness-Mujahid ur Rehman 

 

                      
       Circle of Life - Michele Nel                       Chair Spectrum - Douglas Young            Coloured Drops - Anthony van Zyl 

 
 

       
Leopard  on the Dunes-Irvine Edelman                  Oops! - Paul Nuttall                               Out to Play - Michele Hendry 
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Inside Hassan II Mosque-Jane Bursey   Painted Face - Paul Nuttall                    Pale – Jenny Morkel 

 
 

                     

                    
      Shades of Blue - Lesley Morse                      Trapped – Jane Forsdyke                       Seal – Andrew MacFarlane 

 
 

                          
                         The Hut – Michele Hendry                                               Table Bay – Ken Burton                    
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                                                                               Alien Form – Claude Felbert 

                
         

                                                       
S                             Shark Rock Pier- Crichton Classen                                      Perfect Manes – Elaine Cleghorn 

              
 

                            
                                         Bee Eaters  - Irvine Edelman                                                     Shipwreck – Gerrit Opperman                . 
 

                                                                                                                         
 

               The WAUSSAUK International Photographic competition is an important event for us and we should be  
               very encouraged by our success in it this year. Judging was done by peer-selected groups in each of the  
               four clubs.  Our strength seems to be in our wild life, animal and landscape photography. 
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 Winning Images: 3 April Meeting 

 

 
Creative - Here come the boks - Irvine Edelmann-27 

 

 
Open - Bitterpan sunset – Chris Kinross- 25 

 

 
Shoot - In my sights - Paul Nuttall - 25 

 

   
Print – Figs - Gerrit Opperman- 25 
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Image scores - 3 April meeting 
Judge: Claude Felbert 

Member name Image title Score Award 

Creative       
Andrew MacFarlane Chopper 20 Silver 

Anthony van Zyl Sunday morning run 20 Bronze 

Chris Kinross Cedarberg cauldron 22 Gold 

Doug Young Blurred berry bush 19 Bronze 

Elaine Cleghorn Backs to the sand storm 21 Silver 

Gerrit Opperman Hi 19 Silver 

Irvine Eidelman Here come the boks! 27 Merit 

Jane Bursey Follow my nose 22 Gold 

Jenny Morkel Leucadendron 20 Silver 

Lesley Morse Vietnam madness 23 Gold 

Paul Nuttall Red whirlwind 23 Gold 

Shaun Fautley Stress 24 Gold 

Shirley van der Hoek Kangaroo kitten 21 Silver 

Open       
Andrew MacFarlane Total desstruction 21 Gold 

Anthony van Zyl Beach girl 23 Gold 

Chris Kinross Bitterpan sunset 25 Gold 

Doug Young Starred stamen 24 Gold 

Elaine Cleghorn Mardi gras! What mardi gras? 21 Silver 

Gerrit Opperman Veteran 20 Silver 

Jane Bursey Old tannery at Fes 21 Silver 

Jenny Morkel Gladiolus 23 Gold 

Lesley Morse Drying in the sun 23 Gold 

Michele Hendry Canary 24 Gold 

Michele Nel Quivering beauty 23 Gold 

Paul Nuttall Is that a gun in your pocket? 23 Gold 

Shirley van der Hoek Ball of fire 23 Gold 

Print       
Anthony van Zyl Orange pom pom 23 Gold 

Chris Kinross Spirals for Africa 23 Gold 

Doug Young Turning clay 24 Gold 

Gerrit Opperman Figs 25 Gold 

Jane Bursey Last rays of the sun 22 Gold 

Michele Hendry Angry birds 24 Gold 

Shoot       

Anthony van Zyl Festival queue chaos 21 Silver 

Chris Kinross Simon's hot rod 20 Silver 

Doug Young Yachts and frigates 21 Silver 

Gerrit Opperman Welcome to Simonstown 23 Gold 

Jane Bursey Big ships, small ships 21 Silver 

Paul Nuttall In my sights 23 Gold 

Wendy Taylor Silver falcon 22 Gold 
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    Members’  Positions -  January to April 2017 

    

 

  

Member 
Star 

Rating 
Entry 
Count 

Total 
Points 

Ave 
Score 

Total  
Score 

Jane Bursey 2 Star 13 276 21 32 
Chris Kinross 2 Star 10 226 23 26 

Michele Hendry 2 Star 8 188 24 24 
Gerrit Opperman 2 Star 11 227 21 23 

Paul Nuttall 3 Star 10 220 22 23 
Douglas Young 3 Star 13 264 20 21 

Jenny Morkel 2 Star 8 176 22 19 

Anthony van Zyl 3 Star 8 178 22 18 
Lesley Morse 2 Star 6 120 20 13 

Michele Nel 2 Star 4 99 25 12 
Elaine Cleghorn 2 Star 4 84 21 9 

Lennon Fletcher 2 Star 3 70 23 9 

Crighton Klassen 2 Star 4 76 19 7 
Roger Trythall 2 Star 4 73 18 7 

Wendy Taylor 2 Star 3 64 21 7 
Carol van Blerck 2 Star 4 64 16 5 

Shirley van der Hoek 2 Star 2 44 22 5 
Andrew Mcfarlane 1 Star 2 41 20 5 

Irvine Eidelman 1 Star 1 27 27 5 

Marianna Meyer 2 Star 3 50 17 3 
Marian Boardman 2 Star 3 47 16 3 

Shaun Fautley 2 Star 1 24 24 3 
Mujahid Ur Rehman 2 Star 1 23 23 3 

 

             

 
  

Creative topic for May: Due in 1 May 2017 for 8 May meeting:  
 

Isolating the subject. 

 
Shoot on 23 April: Strandfontein Sewage Works for Bird Photography 

 

Meet at 7am at the entrance to capture the sunrise (at approx. 7.15am), 
otherwise at 8am, then gather at 10.30am for coffee and discussion at         

Knead Café, Muizenburg. See email sent out Wednesday 12th for directions.  
 

Check Google for a map. A tripod and your longest lens will help. 
Bring a flask of tea/coffee and breakfast food, and a camping chair. 

 

 

A tripod and  your longest lens will help  
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GROWING OUR CLUB: 
PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVING WHAT WE DO,  

WITH WAYS OF DEVELOPING OUR PHOTOGRAPHY 
 

Douglas Young, for the CCC Committee 
 

Over the past year, many CCC members have said that they would like more developmental input as 
part of what the club does, as well as more feedback on how/why their images were scored as they 
were, and how they can improve their photography to be more competitive in the monthly judging of 
their work. In short, they want more education about, and personal development of, their image 
making. 

The CCC committee has considered these needs and proposes the following for members’ responses 
at the CCC meeting on 8 May:  

1. The typical format for monthly meetings to be as follows: 
 
7.00:   Welcome and brief club notices 
 
7.15:       Viewing of instructional video clips on crucial techniques and approaches 
 
7.30:  Viewing and discussion of examples of great photography in various genres and 

techniques, such as, per month: 
 

• May – Seeing and composing our images 

• June – Landscapes 

• July – Wildlife, bird and animals 

• August – Macro 

• September – Portraits and figures 

• October – Street photography 

• November – Action images 

• December – Architecture. 
 
Each of the above monthly sessions will be addressed by an expert, where available, 
who will also include discussion with members about their photography in these genres 
and how to improve such.  
 
Alternatively, these monthly sessions could focus on approaches and techniques to help 
members take and process images for the coming month’s creative topic. 

        8.30:  Drinks break 

         8.45:  Viewing and judging of members’ digital images in THREE categories: 

  Creative; Shoot and Open. 

The print section should be dropped, but members will be encouraged to consider making 
prints of their best images as judged, with assistance from senior members, for the 
Interclub competition and the CCC Annual Body of Work exhibition. 
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2.  Workshops: 

There will be 3 expert-led workshops on dates to be fixed subject to interest and demand: 

• Making full use of your camera, its settings and possibilities, lenses, add-ons and other 
equipment. focus and sharpness, JPEG vs RAW 

• Seeing and composing our images 

• Post processing. 

These will all be hands-one workshops wherein members will be encouraged to show their 
images for supportive comments from the workshop leaders. 

3. Shoots:   
 
These will be 3-4 hour get-togethers at the set shoot locations. The shot subjects will be tightly 
specified on set themes. Members will be accompanied and assisted wherever possible by 
experienced club members acting as ‘mentors’. At the end of each shoot, those present will meet 
for coffee and discussion and perhaps sharing their in-camera shots taken. 
 

4. Weekend shoots: 
 

In addition to our planned weekend in Paternoster in July, which will focus on landscapes and 
sunsets and local scenes, another weekend away is planned for later in the year, again subject to 
members’ needs and interests. 
 

We need your comments and buy-in to these proposals, or your suggestions for improvement to 
these, if we are to address your interests and needs and in so doing grow our club and enlist new 
members. 

Every member could, anyway, accept the challenge of bringing a new member to the CCC! 
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Focus on Claude Felbert 

 

 

 

I started taking photographs when I was seven, with a Box Brownie, and by the time I was ten I had my own 
darkroom. 

I have always taken photos of subjects that interested me, sometimes on a commercial basis. I shot weddings 
for pocket money in my late teens and early twenties, but it was not till 2000 that my interest was rekindled 
and I soon went digital. 

I call myself a generalist, as I have a wide interest in most photographic subjects and particularly enjoy Macro 
and Panoramic Landscapes, but I tackle many different photographic genres. My current photographic work 
consists partly of personal photography and partly of taking photographs for various clients. On occasion, I 
work for the City of Cape Town and I also photograph for the Clivia Society for their annual publication. Other 
areas are portraiture, and behind the scenes photography where I have a number of regular clients. My one 
regret is that I don’t spend more time photographing what I like. 

I am an accredited Judge with the Western Cape Photographic Clubs. 

I am also an accredited wine judge and have been judging wines for the past 30 years. 

I lecture on various photographic subjects for various groups, clubs and individuals. I am an experienced 
lecturer, having lectured at CPUT on wine to the tourist and some hospitality students for a number of years. 
I also teach on various photographic subjects and Photoshop, which I have been using, in various forms, for 
the past 16 years. 

When Kirstenbosch wanted somebody to run a Photographic Competition for their Centenary Celebrations, 
I had already started an International Clivia Photography Competition for the Clivia Society, so I volunteered 
my services and ran with the idea, building it from scratch, obtained sponsors, arranging for digital entry 
software and advertising the competition. It has turned out to be a great success and in 2016 completed its 
third year. 

I run occasional free Photographic walks in Kirstenbosch for interested parties – the participants have either 
to be members of Botsoc or they must pay the entrance fee. 

I have been a member of the Creative Camera Club for the past nine years where I served on the committee 
and produced the News Letter for part of that time. Though no longer on the committee I play a prominent 
part in the club and convened the club’s organisation for the 2016 Western Cape Interclub Competition. 

Have a look at my website: claudefelbertphotography.co.za 
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A sample of Claude’s images 

 

                         

                   Don’t get vertigo                            Perfect Pied pair                      How many glasses? 

  

 

         

Kirstenbosch sunset 

 

                    

Yippity do dah                                                    Ying and Yang 
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1. NATURE’S BEST PHOTOGRAPHY AFRICA 
The premier annual African nature focussed photographic competition in the world, in 

association with Iziko Museums of South Africa and Nature’s Best Photography (Global). 

 

Only Photographs taken in Africa 

15 exciting categories. Easy online entry. Exciting African safari Prizes to be won! 

 

Closing date for entries: 15 May 2017. 

Enter online at WWW.NBPA.CO.ZA 

For more info contact INFO@NBPA.CO.ZA 

 

2. 3RD INTERNATIONAL SALON OF PRINT AND DIGITAL ART 

PHOTOGRAPHY, VARNA 2017 

 
DEADLINE: 10 MAY 2017 

 

The salon is divided into 6 sections, colour and monochrome. 

Prints: 

Nature 

Photo Travel 

Face and Body – portrait and fine art nude photography 

 

Digital: 

Open – colour 

Open- mono 

Action/Movement/Sport – colour/mono 

 

Accepted entries will be eligible for 148 awards, including: FIAP honours, Star ratings and 

distinctions. 

 

For more info visit http://www.printssalonvarna.org 

 

 

NOTICE BOARD 

UPCOMING PHOTO 

COMPETITIONS 

and  

SALONS 

 

AND SALONS 
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3. International Photo Contest – “Dancing the See” 

Theme: The pollution of oceans, sea shores, rivers and banks. 

Deadline: 15 June 2017 

Ist Prize 300Euros; 2nd prize: 200 Euros; 3rd Prize 100 Euros 

The best 50 Photos will be part of a travelling exhibition in France and Quebec until 

September 2018. 

For more info contact Bernard DUNCOMBE Mail: bddanselamer@gmail.com 

Website: https://www.danselamer.fr 

 

 4 Creative Photo & Design College 

Visual Skills School  Creative  AV Salon 

We invite all SA and PSSA photographers who transform creative photography into Creative 

Audio Visuals 

Three categories for entries, from single members only – no club entries. 

• Creative Colour 

• Creative Mono 

• Comedy (Humour) 

• Creativity is paramount. 

Deadline: 28 May 2017 

Enquiries:  Hein Waschefort, telephone 082 857 4750;  Email@heinwaschefort.com 
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CLAUDE FELBERT’S JUDGE’S COMMENTS ON EACH OF THE IMAGES 

SUBMITTED FOR 3 APRIL MEETING. 

It’s very unusual and even more welcome to get written comments from our image judges. At the risk of 

lengthening Focus this issue, we’ve included Claude’s comments in the hope that the authors of the 

images judged will use this input  to enhance their image-making. For space reasons we’ve not included 

the images, but the authors, not identified here, will know which of their image/s are referred to. There are 

no comments on the few prints entered because the judge has no digital preview of these before judging 

them “cold” at the meeting. 

CREATIVE: Topic: A World of Motion 

1. Chopper: 20 points 

What this photographer got right here that most photographers of aircraft don't achieve is to get some 

movement of the rotors. However, the image itself is very small. Was it cropped? An image this small can't 

do itself justice. The colours are also flat. No Metadata. 

2. Hi: 19 

This conveys movement but the main movement is the camera as it is a panning shot with a slow shutter 

speed and the only bit in any sort of focus is the forearm of the runner. I applaud the photographer for 

trying but they need more practice to get the correct shutter speed and pan speed. With no metadata I 

can't offer too much advice. 

 

3. Kangaroo Kitten: 21 

A very amusing photo and good to have captured it. It shows a good interpretation of movement. The 

technical side of the image is what has let it down. The shutter speed was 1/400 of a second and the 

aperture was F2.8. ISO 400. The camera a Nikon D90, which is a good camera at low ISO. I would have 

tried ISO 1200 at 1/600 of a second and f4.5. If necessary a little noise reduction in Post Processing, The 

other problem is I am not sure if the focus was spot on. That sort of shot requires a specific setup to nail it. 

4. Stress: 24 

I like the thought behind this shot as it shows lots of movement around a static subject. The 

lighting on the girl is a little flat and her upper body is a touch under exposed. I would darken the 

image or burn the upper body of the young lady. The image also appears to have been taken 

from above. I would also have tried it from higher up and at the same level. F18, half a second 

and ISO 200. 

5. Here come the Boks: 27 

An exceptional image because it shows great movement and composition and I know how hard it is to get 

any buck to face you let alone run towards you. It requires both patience and luck. That said this was 

taken with a 600mm lens as can be seen from the blurring in the background and in the foreground as well 

as the metadata. This helps to isolate the main subject. Three Springbok — which makes great lines of 

movement and an almost 3D effect. I would have marked up another one or two points, but for the top of 

the image where the light and dark areas tend to draw the eye. I would have cropped a little closer at the 

top to remove the light areas and unless entering a competition where it was specifically forbidden I would 

also have dodged the dark areas that were left to lighten them. 1/4000 of a second, f5.6 and ISO 400. 

Who can tell me the story that is shown in this image? 
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6. Backs to the sandstorm: 21 

The implied movement here comes from the sandstorm and not the Meerkats. The right side is a bit tight 

and I would like to see more space there. It gives the image a lopsided feel that takes away balance and 

leaves a bit of dead space on the left. Also the dark line formed by some foliage at the bottom of the 

picture towards the left draws my eye away from the main subjeF5.6 , 1/30 sec. ISO 400. 

 

7. Leucodendron: 20 

Hats off to the photographer for an interesting image and for the use of the technique. I am not sure how 

much was in camera or in post? It makes a pleasing Fabric Pattern for me and could be part of a Body of 

Work. Though for me it does not convey movement and therefore has been marked down. That does not 

mean it is a bad image and it would have scored better in the open class. The title does not help to 

contextualise what the photographer was thinking. 

The metadata says it was taken with a 60mm Macro lens at F19 and 1/8 of a sec. with ISO 200. This 

leads me to believe that there was also some work in Post Processing. 

8. Vietnam Madness: 23 

This is also an image where experimentation must be applauded. It would do very well on the wall of a 

young boy's room. I would have liked more light in the shot particularly the motor cyclists face. It was shot 

at 1/15 of a second with an aperture of f19 at ISO 250 with an 18 to 200 mm lens at a focal length of 

31mm. I would have tried 1/25th at f16 and ISO 200. I also wonder what the cylinder shape coming out of 

the helmet is. The title also does not give any context to the image. 

9. Blurred Berry Bush: 19 

Pretty Colours but in my opinion it does not fit the category either in name or visually. It would have done 

better as an abstract image. No Metadata. 

10. Follow my nose: 22 

The photographer captured lots of movement and I particularly like the dog going forward and the 

wagging of the tail. The filter of a texture applied over the image is not to my taste but that is me. Others 

may like it but I don't think the result is something that would win a club competition let alone interclub. 

No Metadata. 

11. Red Whirlwind: 23 

Here we have multiple images and perhaps multiple exposures — the photographer gets points for 

experimentation. The image itself is not very well lit as the young lady in the red dress pulls the eye but 

her face needs more light and some areas are too dark for the lighter areas of the image and the brick 

wall in the top right seems out of place to me. For what this is worth with different images being used F lO, 

1/30 sec. ISO 200. 

12 Sunday morning run: 20 

First of all as an ex runner I can see that this is a race and not just a Sunday run. I don't subtract points 

for that but try to be more informative to the subject. The main point that pulls the eye here is the church 
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because it is in focus and better lit than the runners. I would have used rear curtain flash to light the 

runners and to give a ghosting effect. F16, 1/25th sec. ISO 800. 

13. Cedarberg Cauldron: 22 

The water has been very nicely blurred. I think that for this type of shot you need to pick your time of 

day very carefully. The light on the rocks is very stark and I would prefer the rocks to be more subdued 

and the waterfall to stand out more. None the less a good effort. No Metadata. 

OPEN: 

1. Total Destruction: 21 

The smoke makes this image an almost one dimensional image but it does show what the title suggests- 

distruction. Interesting but not a club competition image. No Metadata. 

2. Ball of Fire: 23 

This is a pretty picture, I see many sunrise / sunset pictures and this one has attractive colours. The 

foreground tree is a good shape and the background one adds some depth. I would have preferred the 

sun a little higher or lower on the tree. It is difficult as you have to shoot when the colours are there. lf 

you tackle this subject, make sure you have an outstanding example. No Metadata. 

3. Is That a Gun in your pocket? 23 

Well framed portrait with the need for some more black contrast in the right places. A tip I always give 

those that convert to B & W is to look at the image in post and if you have software that gives you layers 

and Selective Colour ir any means of boosting Blacks and Whites and increase whites if needed and 

then increase the black contrast if needed — don't go overboard but this can add to the image and you 

can paint out the areas where it is not needed or overdone. 

4. Starred Stamen: 24 

A Macro shot of the most interesting part of this image and well spotted. As somebody who takes a lot of 

flower pics I appreciate them more than most judges and where I see an image that is more than just 

what is in front of the camera I tend to reward it. No Metadata. 

 

5. Mardi Gras: 21 

This image is of an exotic looking bird but has some basic mistakes. The eye is a black mass and could do 

with some dodging of the iris to make it more visible and then some burning of the pupil to give it more 

black contrast. The feathers at the top of the head are cut off and there are areas on the feathers and in 

the background that carry no detail and are blown out. The problem here was the use of auto and no 

exposure compensation which is recommended when photographing a white bird. I would have either us 

used manual mode or dialled in 1 h stops of compensation to cater for the blown area 

 

6.Veteran: 20 

A good attempt to frame the car to look interesting, but a dull image almost in a monotone. This does 

make it look old but it does not quite come pff for me. I think the photographer should have made this 

black and white. The blown and uninteresting sky does not help. No Metadata. 
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7. Beach Girl: 23 

I like the reflection in the sunglasses and the way the hat is cropped. The background is streaky and 

bland. I would have used a larger aperture and a faster shutter speed or a lower ISO. 

8. Gladiolus: 23 

I like the mood of this image. There is delicateness to it. However it lacks scale —this may not be 

important to some but this species is so variable that for me it needs some scale. If I am not mistaken 

it is G.Blommesteinii and in this case only about 10cm high. 

9. Drying in the sun: 23 

Plus points for the repetition seen here but the colour has a sameness. I experimented and where there 

is an extra pot on top I changed that one to a terracotta colour and to me the image suddenly came alive. 

10. Old Tannery at Fes: 21 

There is some repetition here but I find the colours a bit dirty and uninteresting. I would also have liked 

some more space on the left. I know that the photographer calls it an Old Tannery and is trying to show 

the dirt and grim but for me I don't get much of a feel for what it is despite the title. No Metadata 

11. Quivering Beauty: 23 

A landscape that has great potential. The sky offers depth and the Quiver Tree is on the thirds line in the 

foreground to make a good composition. There have been many images like this and one needs to think 

about what will make your image stand out against others in the judges mind. This one has an interesting 

sky and with the sun coming from the left there is a brilliant white patch of cloud that draws the eye away 

from the subject of the Quiver Tree. I played with this image for 5 minutes because I liked it and came up 

with a version that lightened and sharpened the Tree and to some extent brought the eye to focus more 

on the tree. This is what I would have done to hopefully get good marks from a judge. 

12. Canary: 21 

Bird Photography is not the easiest genre and draws lots of attention and lots critics. It requires lots of 

patience and luck. The main criticism of this type of picture often comes from those that specialise on birds 

in flight and they say this is just a voeltjie op 'n stokkie. They forget that they started that way. This image 

has quite good lighting as the front of the bird and the restio is well lit. So the eye becomes the most 

important area of the image for its real success. There is a highlight in the bird’s eye which is good, but here I 

don't think this is the sharpest part of the image and although acceptably sharp it keeps the marks slightly down. I 

would also have dodged the eye on a layer and then set it to what I wanted with the opacity slider. 

 

       13.Bitterpan Sunset: 25 

Great composition, great light and great depth. No Metada.      

SHOOT: SA Naval Festival,                                             

1. Silver Falcon: 22 

I am not sure if the sky colour is as a result of a polarising filter, but I do see noise in the sky. The plane is 

reasonably sharp but not pin sharp with an excellent composition for this type of shot. The exposure 

balance is not optimum as the propeller is stationary. This is a difficult shot to get right as you have to slow 
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the shutter speed and get a pan speed just right while maintaining the exposure balance with aperture and 

ISO. If you are going to use a fast shutter speed and stop the prop then the plane must be pin sharp. 

2. Welcome to Simon's Town: 23 

A clever photograph with the red eye of the anchor framing the sign. Red is the colour that gives an 

image great visual weight but here the anchor is not in focus as in my opinion the photographer used the 

wrong aperture —f 5.6. Also focus seems to be on the sign. Hyper focal length should have been used — 

there are downloadable on line Hyper focal length calculators that tell you what aperture to use and what 

will be in focus for a focus point. Otherwise use at least f 16 and go to infinity on focus and then take your 

lens slightly back and hope that from where you stand all your image will be in acceptable focus. 

3. In my sights: 23 

The lighting is excellent for the subject. It is unfortunate that there are bright lights behind the subject. 

Not much that one can do about it other than to dull them by burning, but this does not look natural so 

one lives with it as an environmental portrait. A good title for the image. 

4. Big Ships and Small Ships: 21 

Congratulations to the photographer for trying something, but this filter does nothing for me in what is a 

busy image with the eye drawn to the buoy in the foreground. No Metadata. 

5. Festival Que Chaos: 21 

This image tells a story but in my opinion the exposure and focus is wrong. The focus is all at the front of 

the image. Hyper focal length could have benefited this image. 

6. Yachts and frigates: 21 

The V formed by the Yachts masks is well seen but it does make a busy image and the lighting is poor at 

the time it was taken. No Metadata. 

 

      7.Simon's Hot Rod: 20 

The Idea has promise, but in my opinion it has turned out as a jumble of wire. I don't know where I should 

look. SIMPLIFY. I also see bicycles and Motorbikes not Hot Rods. No Metadata. 

 
 
 
 
 


